


A Royal Warrant Certificate 
was awarded to EKA by King 
Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden.

Hadar Hallström founded Hader 
Hallström Knife Factory, LTD, 

known today as EKA.
First knife made 

by EKA.

First Pocket Knife with 
a Celluloid Handle.

Dedicated to the 
King of Sweden 

Oscar the II.

Awarded the Gold Medal at the Alaska-Yukon 
Pacific Exhibition in Seattle.

Inside 
the EKA 
Factory.

John Elmquist took 
over the company 
and changed the 

name to EKA.

Moved to a 
new facility.

Created for President Dwight D. Eisenhower
and bears his signature.

King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden and 
the Queen Silvia visit EKA’s factory.

1882

1885

1887

1909

1917

1946

1953

1968

1980

Today

1990
Over 130 years later, EKA is a leader in the knife 

manufacturing industry. They now have an array of 
fixed, folding, tactical, butcher and cuisine knives.

The Classic 6 was taken into space when the 
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation launched the 
Mercury capsule that landed on the moon.

Past & Present



EKA-Knivar AB was founded in 1882 by Hadar Hallström, 

under the name Hadar Hallström Kniffabriks Aktiebolag. In 

1917, the company name was changed to Eskilstuna Kniffabriks 

Aktiebolag – later abbreviated as EKA-knivar AB.

 

At EKA, over 130 years of crafting tradition is 

combined with modern production technology. 

Each knife is subjected to a very rigorous quality 

control and comes with a 10-year guarantee.
 

EKA’s knives are known throughout the world for elegance, 

functional design and first-class materials. To work with 

an EKA knife and feel the grip, the strength and the razor 

sharpness, is an experience above the ordinary.
 

With focus on quality and growth, EKA remains strong and is 

proud to be a leader in the knife manufacturing industry.

Craftsmanship since 1882.

 

In 1990, A Royal Warrant 
Certificate was awarded to EKA by 

King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden.



HANDLE MATERIALS

SANDVIK STEEL

Sandvik was founded in 1862. Today they have over 47,000 employees in 
more than 130 countries. Sandvik is a global leader in the steel industry.

All of EKA’s knives are made with Sandvik 12C27 Steel, Sandvik’s most 
well-rounded knife steel with excellent edge performance; razor sharp, 
solid, strong and corrosion resistant.

For over 45 years Sandvik 12C27 Steel has evolved into the high performing 
steel grade it is today. The composition is tighter, the purity level is much higher 
and the fine carbide microstructure of today is far from how Sandvik 12C27 Knife 
Steel of the sixties was.

With a hardness range of 54-61 HRC, Sandvik 12C27 is the recommended grade 
for hunting, pocket, camping, tactical and high-end chef’s knives.

PLASTIC ACRYLATE
A group of plastics which are derived from cellulose, a natural occurring fiber which 
is obtained from wood pulp. They are among the toughest of all the plastics, and are 
moderately heat resistant.

G10
G10, also known as Micarta and Garolite, has been used for structural supports, buss 
bars, mechanical insulation, gears, test fixtures, washers, spacers and tight tolerance 
machined parts.

POLYMERE SANTOPRENETM

Polymere SantopreneTM  is a hygienically approved material worldwide, for its sure-grip 
properties under stressed conditions. 

PROFLEX™ 
PROFLEX™ is a soft touch elastomer that provides a good texture for grip, dry surface 
and an excellent rubbery feeling.

WALNUT
Walnut is native to the Midwest and east-central US and was introduced to Europe 
in 1629. It’s used to make furniture, flooring, rifle stocks and oil is pressed from the 
seeds. It is very popular among woodworkers with its rich brown coloration, excellent 
dimensional stability, shock resistance and strength properties.

BUBINGA
Bubinga, also known as African Rosewood, is native to Africa and is also used to 
produce high-end string instruments.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
Edge HRC:    47-50 
Handle Materials:  Rubberized injection molded 
                                   or G10 Wood Pattern
Blade length:   3.15in / 80mm 
Total length:   12.6in / 320mm 
Blade thickness:  0.51in / 13mm  
Total weight:   24oz / 680g 

FEATURES:
 Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 

  sharp edge and durability
  Stone washed finish 
  Ergonomic handle design 
  Lanyard hole 
  Kydex sheath w/ belt clip

TACTICALOUTDOOR RESCUEHUNTING

EKA-914402

EKA-934402

EKA-814402TOOL

The HatchBlade W1 is the perfect compact sized 
all around hatchet. Measuring in at 12.6 inches 
it is easy to pack and carry with you pretty 
much anywhere for any situation. It has a 
nice ergonomically formed handle that feels 
comfortable in the hand and helps the user 
to achieve maximum power and impact when 

splitting or cutting wood. There is also a 1 inch 
diameter opening in the head that would allow the 

user to place a finger through for greater control 
and grip when using for small finer task such as 
making a tent stake, tinder, a feather stick or even 
for food preparation. The HatchBlade W1 comes 
with a Kydex sheath that has a Belt Clip as well 
as 11 lashing points so it can be attached to just 
about anything.
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The MachBlade W1 by EKA® has a robust 12in long stone washed blade made of Swedish Sandvik 12C27 
Steel. It has a durable 8.25in sawback style spine that is ideal for limbs, small trees or notching. It has 
a number of noticeable features like being impressively lightweight, its comfortable ergonomic handle for 
prolonged usage and more. So no matter if you need to clear a trail, build a shelter or trim some low 
hanging limbs in the jungle or just in your backyard the MachBlade W1 is up for the task. 
It comes with a versatile Kydex sheath with a belt clip and has 15 lashing points and a 
1in wide 35in long piece of nylon webbing strap for securing. The unique design of the 
Kydex sheath allows the user the ability to use the sawback spine to saw while 
the MachBlade W1 is securely stowed in the sheath.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    56-58 
Handle Materials:  Rubberized injection molded 
                                   or G10 Wood Pattern
Blade length:   12in / 305mm  
Total length:   17.1in 435mm  
Blade thickness:  0.11in 3mm  
Total weight:   13.57oz 385g 

FEATURES:
  Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
  sharp edge and durability
  Stone washed finish
  Ergonomic handle design 
  Lanyard hole 
  Kydex sheath w/ belt clip
  Sawback Spine

EKA-914602

EKA-984602

EKA-814602TACTICALOUTDOOR RESCUEHUNTINGTOOL

Kydex Sheath Included.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    56-58 
Handle Materials:  Rubberized injection molded 
                                   or G10 Wood Pattern
Blade length:   6.5in / 165mm  
Total length:   11.4in / 290mm  
Blade thickness:  0.157in / 4mm  
Total weight:   11.1oz 315g 

FEATURES:
  Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
  sharp edge and durability
  Stone washed finish
  Ergonomic handle design 
  Lanyard hole 
  Kydex sheath w/ belt clip
  Sweeping Concave 
      Blade Design

TACTICALOUTDOOR HUNTINGTOOL

EKA-914302

EKA-934302

EKA-814302

The AxeBlade W1 is an all-around multipurpose cutting tool. Great for the avid outdoorsman who 
might encounter just about anything. It boasts an impressive sweeping concave blade design. 
The AxeBlade W1 has jimping along the spine as well as recessed curvature to allow for closer 
controlled grip when doing fine tasks. So the AxeBlades could be used as a light chopper 
if need be as well as an effective useful tool to make a tent stake, make 
shavings to start a fire and much more.  

Kydex Sheath Included.



The CordBlade W9 was conceived from our very popular Nordic W12 fixed blade knife. Instead 
of G10 scales for the handle the CordBlade W9 comes with an orange Paracord wrapped 
handle. It also comes with an additional piece of Black Paracord in case you wish to 
change out the Orange Paracord on the handle. You could also use it to attach the 
sheath to a pack, a vest or just about anything. 

HUNTINGOUTDOORFIXED

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    56-58 
Handle Materials:  Paracord
Blade length:   3.74in 95mm  
Total length:   8.26in / 210mm  
Blade thickness:  0.157in 4mm  
Total weight:   3.2oz 100g 

FEATURES:
  Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
  sharp edge and durability
  Polished finish
  Paracord handle 
  Kydex sheath with 
      removable belt clip

EKA-914101

8

Kydex Sheath Included

Handle shown 
with included
Black Paracord
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SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    57-59 
Handle Materials:  Paracord
Blade length:   3.74in / 95mm  
Total length:   8.26in / 210mm  
Blade thickness:  0.157in / 4mm  
Total weight:   3.35oz / 95g 

TACTICALOUTDOOR RESCUEFIXED
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EKA-914201

99

Looking for a great quality “go-to” knife, well you have found it! The EKA® CordBlade T9 is made 
out of Swedish Sandvik 12C27 Steel and features a 3.74in Tanto design blade. It has a full tang 
construction with a Paracord wrapped handle that can be removed in emergency or survival 
situations. It also comes with an additional piece of Orange Paracord in case you wish to 
change out the Black Paracord on the handle. The CordBlade T9 also comes with a 
Kydex sheath that has a removable belt clip that also works with MOLLE webbing.

FEATURES:
  Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
  sharp edge and durability
  Tanto design blade black coated 
  Paracord handle 
  Kydex sheath with 
      removable belt clip

Kydex Sheath Included

Handle shown 
with included
Orange Paracord



HUNTINGOUTDOORFIXED
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The Nordic W12 was built for a variety of situations such as survival, adventure, hunting 
and wilderness living. It boasts a tough thick 4mm modified Drop Point blade with a full 
tang construction, ideal for heavy duty use. The jimping on the back side of the blade allows 
for a better grip and improved control. It comes with an ergonomic textured handle in 
either G10 or Bubinga, an African Rosewood, to achieve an optimum grip in adverse 
conditions. The Nordic W12 full tang extends past the back of the handle to give a 
nice pommel to allow the user to hammer, break and smash things.  It also has 
a lanyard hole and comes with a lanyard, kydex sheath and a sharpening 
firesteel tool.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    57-59 
Handle Materials:  G10 or Bubinga
Blade length:   4.7in / 120mm  
Total length:   9.6in / 230mm  
Blade thickness:  0.16in / 4mm  
Total weight:   8.1oz / 228g 

FEATURES:
  Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
  sharp edge and durability
  Polished finish
  Textured thumb grip  
  Pronounced finger guard
  Ergonomic handle design 
  Lanyard hole for parachute cord
  Field Hammer Pommel
  Kydex sheath with 
      removable belt clip

EKA-714302

EKA-734302

EKA-614302

Sheath and Fire Steel/Sharpner Included
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The Nordic T12 is modeled after the impressive Nordic W12 but designed and focused for the 
Military, Tactical and Rescue operators. It boasts a tough thick 4mm modified Tanto Point 
blade with partial serration and full tang construction plus a nice protective black oxide 
coating.  The jimping on the back side of the blade allows for a better grip and improved 
control. It has an ergonomic textured G10 handle to achieve an optimum grip 
in adverse conditions. The Nordic T12 full tang extends past the back of the 
handle and is shaped and angled in such a way to form a nice glass breaker 
tip.  It also has a lanyard hole and comes with a lanyard, kydex sheath 
and a sharpening firesteel tool.

SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:    Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    57-59 
Handle Materials:  G10 
Blade length:   4.7in / 120mm  
Total length:   9.1in / 230mm  
Blade thickness:  0.16in / 4mm  
Total weight:   8.1oz / 228g 

FEATURES:
 Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 

  sharp edge and durability
  Tanto design blade black coated 
  Textured thumb grip  
  Pronounced finger guard
  Ergonomic handle design 
  Lanyard hole for parachute cord
  Glass smasher 
  Kydex belt sheath with   
      removable belt clip

TACTICALOUTDOOR RESCUEFIXED

EKA-714402

EKA-734402

Sheath and Fire Steel/Sharpner Included
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No matter your profession or hobby the SWEDE 8 will fill your needs. With 
its sturdy drop point blade and secure locking mechanism, the uses are 

endless. Two handle materials to choose from: PROFLEX™ for its sure-
grip properties under stressed conditions and Bubinga, an African 

Rosewood, for the gentleman’s touch. Included is a rugged black 
nylon belt sheath.

Included is a rugged black nylon belt sheath.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle Materials:  Bubinga or PROFLEX™  
Blade length:   3.15in / 80mm   
Total length:   7.28in / 185mm 
Blade thickness:  0.11in / 2.8mm   
Closed:    4.1in / 104mm  
Weight:    3.53oz / 100g   

FEATURES:
 Polished finish 
 Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
sharp edge and durability

 Textured thumb grip on blade back
 Ergonomic handle design 
 Deep ground crescent nail mark
 Lanyard hole for strap

EKA-605608

EKA-735608

EKA-715608
HUNTINGOUTDOORFOLDING

1212
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The SWEDE 10 has the same great design features as the SWEDE 8 but 
approximately 12% larger. Two handle materials to choose from; PROFLEX™ 

for its sure-grip properties under stressed conditions and Bubinga, 
an African Rosewood, for those who prefer a classic look and style. 

Included is a rugged black nylon belt sheath. 

HUNTINGOUTDOORFOLDING

EKA-716608

EKA-736608

EKA-606608

FEATURES:
 Polished finish 
 Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
sharp edge and durability

 Textured thumb grip on blade back
 Ergonomic handle design 
 Deep ground crescent nail mark 
 Lanyard hole for strap

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle Materials:  Bubinga or PROFLEX™ 
Blade length:   3.54in / 90mm 
Total length:   8.27in / 210mm 
Blade thickness:  0.11in / 2.8mm 
Closed:    4.7in / 119mm
Total weight:   4.59oz / 130g 

Includes a rugged black nylon belt sheath. 
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Sturdy folding knife with a unique Patented rear locking bar that 
creates a positive blade lock and a comfortable grip. Modified clip 

point blade is ground all the way to the handle to maximize cutting 
surface. Assembled with precession machine screws, allowing 

user to fine-tune the blade action and allow for complete 
disassembly for cleaning. Two handle materials to choose 

from; G10 and Bubinga, an African Rosewood. Lanyard 
hole with a parachute cord to avoid dropping and a 

pocket clip to keep it where it should be. 

Fire Steel/Sharpner Included.

HUNTINGOUTDOORFOLDING

EKA-604101

EKA-734101

EKA-714101

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    57-59 
Handle Materials:  G10 or Bubinga
Blade length:   3.5in / 90mm
Total length:   8.2in / 207mm 
Blade thickness:  0.10in / 2.5mm 
Closed:    4.9in / 124mm
Total weight:   4.6oz / 130g

FEATURES:
 Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
sharp edge and durability

 Polished finish
 Textured thumb grip  
 Ergonomic handle design 
 Lanyard hole for parachute cord
 Pocket clip 

1414
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Heavy duty tactical folding knife with a unique rear locking bar that creates a 
positive blade lock and a comfortable grip for superior performance. It has 

a Black oxide coated Tanto design  blade that is suitable for all kinds of 
operations and situations. The G10 handle aids in improved grip and 

performance while keeping the weight down. Assembled with 
precession machine screws, allowing the user to fine-tune 

the blade action and complete disassembly for cleaning. 
Lanyard hole with a parachute cord to avoid dropping 

and a pocket clip to keep it where it should be. 

Fire Steel/Sharpner Included.

TACTICALOUTDOOR RESCUEFOLDING

EKA-734201

EKA-714201

SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27 
HRC:    57-59 
Handle Materials:  G10
Blade length:   3.5in / 90mm  
Total length:   8.2in / 207mm  
Blade thickness:  0.10in / 2.5mm  
Closed:    4.9in / 124mm 
Total weight:   4.6oz / 130g

FEATURES:
  Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
  sharp edge and durability
  Tanto design blade black coated 
  Textured thumb grip  
  Ergonomic handle design 
  Lanyard hole for parachute cord
  Pocket clip 

1515



OUTDOORFOLDING
EKA-100507
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This elegant and sturdy folding knife was engineered and designed for 
every-day carry. Styling is reminiscent of turn of the century pocket 

knives. A great gentleman’s pocket knife for use at home, work, 
and play.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle:    Stainless Steel 
Blade length:   2.32in / 59mm 
Total length:   5.91in / 150mm 
Blade thickness:  0.08in / 2.1mm 
Total weight:   2.79oz / 79g 

FEATURES:
  Matt-polished laser engraved  
  stainless steel handle 
  Satin finished drop point blade with  
  ornate crescent nail mark 
  Locking blade 
  Lanyard ring 
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Classic and innovative design available in either a stylish walnut wooden handle 
of Kraton. The handle is ergonomically shaped and checkered to achieve an 

optimum grip in adverse conditions. Scandinavian ground blade drop-point 
blade rounds out this beautiful folding lock-back knife. 

EKA-618808

EKA-618108
HUNTINGOUTDOORFOLDING

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle Materials:  Walnut  or Kraton
Blade length:   2.83in / 72mm   
Total length:   7.09in / 180mm 
Blade thickness:  0.07in / 1.7mm   
Closed:    7.26in / 184mm 
Weight:    2.19oz / 62g   

FEATURES:
  Cordura sheath included  
  Polished finish  
  Lanyard hole 
  Lanyard hole for strap 
  U.S. Patented Design 

1717
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SANDVIK STEEL

Sandvik was founded in 1862. Today they have over 47,000 employees in more 

than 130 countries. Sandvik is a global leader in the steel industry.

All of EKA’s knives are made with Sandvik 12C27 Steel, Sandvik’s most well-

rounded knife steel with excellent edge performance; razor sharp, solid, 

strong and corrosion resistant.

For over 45 years Sandvik 12C27 Steel has evolved into the high performing 

steel grade it is today. The composition is tighter, the purity level is much 

higher and the fine carbide microstructure of today is far from how Sandvik 

12C27 Knife Steel of the sixties was.

With a hardness range of 54-61 HRC, Sandvik 12C27 is the recommended 

grade for hunting, pocket, camping, tactical and high-end chef’s knives.
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TOOL
EKA-713201

EKA’s FireSharp is a combination of 2 sharpener stages, fire starter and a morse code guide. The carbide 
blades produce a quick edge set, and the crossed ceramic blades complete the two step process with a razor 
sharp edge. The Fire Starter consists of a fold-out fire steel and a removable striker. The EKA FireSharp is 
highly recommended for military, survival, hunters, fishermen and campers. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Length:  4.75in / 120mm 
Width:  1.5in / 38mm
Thickness:   0.40in / 10mm
Weight:  2.2oz / 60g

FEATURES:
  2 sharpening stages 
  Fold out fire steel & striker
  Morse code guide
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HUNTING FISHINGOUTDOORFOLDING

A hallmark of EKA, this switchable little wonder is extremely useful and versatile. Practical, 
safe and razor-sharp, it can be used in the kitchen, on a fishing trip or on the sailboat. 
The shape of the knife blade is optimized for filleting. The inversed gut opener lets you 
open the gut of the fish and perform the zipping process smoothly and safely. 
The blade is made by the Swedish Sandvik Steel 12C27, hardened to 57-59 
HRC. The handle is made of a high quality PROFLEX™ rubber. The DUO 
comes with a sturdy well-made cordura sheath.

SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle:    PROFLEX™ 
Knife Blade length:  5.11in / 130mm 
Gut Opener:   3.54in / 90mm
Total length:   11.61in / 295mm
Blade thickness:  0.07in / 1.8mm 
Total weight:   4.93oz / 140g

FEATURES:
 Polished finish 
 Scandinavian ground blade for extreme 
sharp edge and durability        

 Ergonomic handle design
 Lanyard ring 
 Lanyard cordura strap
 Hinged black cordura sheath
 International and U.S Patent Design
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HUNTING FISHINGOUTDOORFOLDING

The EKA® G3 uses a tried and tested pivoting blade design that allows the use and functionality of two 
different style blades incorporated into one knife. There are a lot of great features that help to 
make the EKA® G3 the knife that it is. It has a well-designed ergonomically shaped handle. 
The blades are made from a single piece of Swedish Sandvik 12C27 Steel. This is 
why the G3’s blades have a razor sharp edge with excellent performance and 
exceptional durability. Quickly switch between the Skinning Blade and the 
Gutting Blade with a simple fluid motion when the lock button is 
depressed. It also has an attachment point for a lanyard to 
keep your EKA® G3 with you and where it should be. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle Materials:  Proflex™  
Blade length:   3.9-3.1in / 100-80mm  
Total length:   8.5in / 215mm 
Blade thickness:  0.11in / 2.9mm   
Weight:    4.8oz / 134g   

EKA-737308

EKA-717308

EKA-767308

FEATURES:
  Swedish Sandvik 12C27 Steel
  Polished finish 
  Textured thumb grip on the concave blade
  Scandi-ground blade 
  Smooth thumb grip on the knife blade
  Ergonomic handle design
  Lanyard hole 
  Black nylon belt sheath
  Patented Internationally
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TACTICALHUNTINGOUTDOOR RESCUETOOL
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This compact light weight combi-saw is 
perfect for your day pack, tool box, ATV/UTV, 
truck and hunting pack. No more wishing you had a 
saw to cut a limb out of the way for that perfect shot. When 
folded, it is compact, safe and easy to carry. 3 different saw blades are 
integrated in the saw handle and suitable for sawing wood, metal and meat. 

DETAILS           17in  21in  

Blade length:  16.54in / 420mm          20.67in / 525mm
Total length:   16.93in / 430mm          20.87in / 530mm
Handle:   Plastic Acrylate             Plastic Acrylate
Total weight:  12.7oz / 360g               15.87oz / 450g

EKA-80017

EKA-83017

EKA-80012

EKA-83012

17in

21in

REPLACEMENT BLADES    

WOOD

EKA-80058

EKA-80052

METAL

EKA-80060

EKA-80056

GAME

EKA-80059

EKA-80055

2525



HUNTINGOUTDOORFIXED KITCHEN

Top quality Butcher Set for indoor and outdoor use, the two-tone soft grip handles are made of Polymere 
Santoprene™, hygienically approved material worldwide, for its sure-grip properties while under heavy use. 
Blades are made from Swedish Sandvik 12C27 Steel which provides excellent stain resistance and prolonged 
edge retention.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel:   Sandvik 12C27
HRC:    57-59
Handle Materials:  Polymere Santoprene™
Total weight:  31.75oz / 900g

EKA-730403

INCLUDED
Skinning Knife
Boning Knife
Gut Hook Knife
Sharpening Steel
Nylon Roll Bag
2 Open Plastic Double Sheaths 
Belt 
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GUT HOOK KNIFE: 
Blade length:   3.14in / 80mm 
Total length:   8.26in / 210mm 
Blade thickness:   0.11in / 2.9mm 

BONING KNIFE: 
Blade length:   5.9in / 150mm 
Total length:   11in / 280mm
Blade thickness:  0.10in / 2.6mm 

SHARPENING STEEL:
Steel length:  7in / 180mm
Total length:   11.4in / 290mm

SKINNING KNIFE: 
Blade length:   5.9in / 150mm
Total length:   11in / 280mm 
Blade thickness:  0.10in / 2.6mm

272727
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Top quality Butcher knives series for indoor and outdoor 
use, two-tone soft grip handles are made of Polymere 
Santoprene™, hygienically approved material worldwide, 
for its sure-grip properties under stressed conditions. 
Blades are made from Sandvik 12C27 Steel which provides 
excellent stain resistance and prolonged edge retention.

EKA HANDLES

Ergonomically shaped for a great grip

Polymere SantopreneTM

Ultra resistant and hygienic

EKA BLADES

Stainless Steel, Sandvik, 12C27

Stain resistance & prolonged 
  edge retention

Hardness 58 HRC

1 Gut Hook Knife

8 Butcher Knives

3 Skinning Knives

2 Chef Knives

2 Kitchen Knives

1 Ham/Salmon Knife

2 Fillet Knives

3 Boning Knives

2 Sharpening Steel

HUNTING FISHINGOUTDOORFOLDING KITCHEN
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22 Styles of Knives!
Mix & Match to

Best Suit your Needs
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 EKA-30030 BLADE LENGTH 6in / 150mm  

 EKA-30020 BLADE LENGTH 7in / 180mm

 EKA-30010 BLADE LENGTH 8in / 200mm

 EKA-30080 BLADE LENGTH 6in / 150mm 
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 EKA-30070 BLADE LENGTH 7in / 180mm 

 EKA-30060 BLADE LENGTH 8in / 200mm 

 EKA-30050 BLADE LENGTH 9.5in / 240mm

 EKA-30040 BLADE LENGTH 10in / 260mm

3131
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 EKA-30110 BLADE LENGTH 6.5in / 160mm 

 EKA-30190 BLADE LENGTH 3in / 80mm 

 EKA-30230 BLADE LENGTH

3232
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 EKA-30170 BLADE LENGTH 6.5in / 160mm
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 EKA-30140 BLADE LENGTH 7in / 180mm 

 EKA-30240

 EKA-20060 FOR 3-7in / 80-180mm

 EKA-20070 FOR 8-12in / 200-300mm
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 EKA-30200 BLADE LENGTH 7in / 180mm 

 EKA-30210 BLADE LENGTH 11.5in / 290mm 

 EKA-30160 BLADE LENGTH 7in / 180mm  
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KITCHENFIXED
EKA-402503
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To achieve the right balance and design, EKA Cuisine 
series has been developed in collaboration with the 
best Swedish Chefs. Feel the sensational grip of a 
handsomely sculptured handle, made by a single 
piece of Scandinavian Curly Birch Wood, hand oiled 
and polished for durability and beauty. The Razor-
sharp knife blade is made of Swedish Sandvik 12C27 
Steel and hardened up to 57-59 HRC for a strong, 
reliable, long lasting edge.

INCLUDES:

 Cuisine Fillet Knife  

 Cuisine Carving Knife 

 Cuisine Bread Knife 

 Cuisine Chef’s Knife 

 Cuisine Paring Knife

 Cuisine Peeling Knife

 Cuisine Carving Fork

 Cuisine Sharpening Steel

FEATURES:

 Scandinavian ground blade for   
   extreme sharp edge and durability 

 Made with a single piece of Scandinavian  
   Curly Birch Wood

8 Piece
Cuisine Set

Need something to hold your Cuisine Set?
Check out the Knife Block on page 38.
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The Cuisine Knife Block by EKA is not the average knife block you might be used too. Its sleek, modern Swedish 
design sets it apart from conventional knife blocks. With the combination of Scandinavian Curly Birch wood 
and Acrylic construction, the EKA Cuisine Knife Block turns heads. With its vertical space-saving and open 
design it is extremely hygienic compared to those traditional solid knife blocks eliminating places where food 
particles and germs can hide. 

Measures: 13 x 9.75 x 4.25in / 330 x 248 x 108mm

The Cuisine Magnetic Bar by EKA is a great accessory for any kitchen. It can be easily wall mounted to keep 
your culinary tools comfortably within reach. Store and showcase your collection of EKA Cuisine Cutlery with 
pride and ease. The Cuisine Magnetic Bar grips and secures knives, tools and other miscellaneous kitchen 
gadgets but yet releases then easily with a slight firm tug. It is also an ideal solution for those challenging 
sized cutlery knives and tools that just won’t fit in a knife block. 

Measures: 12 x 1.25in / 300 x 31.75mm 

KITCHENTOOL
EKA-500804

KITCHENTOOL
EKA-710101

Shown with 
Knives.
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The EKA Fork & Knife Set is a statement to Swedish quality and design. Each set is made of Swedish Sandvik 
12C27 Steel and the Handles are made from Scandinavian Curly Birch Wood. These are a great complimentary 
item to all of those that have and use the EKA Cuisine Set. The look, feel and design are exceptional hands 
down. A proud addition to anyone’s kitchen. 

Includes: Two Forks and Two Knives.

To achieve the right balance and design, EKA Cuisine Chef’s Knife has been developed in collaboration with the 
best Swedish Chefs. Feel the grip of a handsomely sculptured handle, made by a single piece of Scandinavian 
Curly Birch Wood, hand oiled and polished for durability and beauty. The Razor-sharp knife blade is made with 
the Swedish Sandvik Steel 12C27 hardened up to 57-59 HRC for the keenest and most lasting edge.   

Blade length: 8in / 200mm
Total length: 13in / 330mm
Blade thickness: 0.10in / 2.5mm

KITCHENFIXED
EKA-401503

KITCHENFIXED

2 Sets
included.
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In 1990, A Royal Warrant 
Certificate was awarded 
to EKA by King Carl XVI 

Gustaf of Sweden.


